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To all whom it iisay concern: 
Beit known that I, NoAH FELLs, a citizen 

of the United States, residing at New York, 
in the county of New York and State of New 
York, have invented new and useful Im 
provements in Pane - Securing Means, of 
which the following is a specification. 

This invention relates to pane securing 
means and embodies certain in provements 
in these devices which provide for a simple 
and cheap clamp for securing together the 
beveled edges of two panes of glass or walls of 
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wood, the object of the invention being to ap 
ply the clamp with as little previous prepara 
tion of the panes as possible, as will be imore 
fully described in the following specification, 
set forth in the claims and slown in the ac 
companying drawings, where; 

figure 1 is a perspective view of the im 
proved device applied to the corner of two 
panes of glass. Fig. 2 is a horizontal sec 
tional view of two panes of glass with the de 
vice in plan: Fig. 3 is a detail view. Fig. 4 
is a sectional view of the two panes showing 
the opening for the stem of the device. 

This device is adapted for use where two 
panes of glass are beveled and joined to form 
the corner of a show window or show case 
where no other agent is used to hold these 
panes together and it consists of the angle 
piece composed of the arms 5 and 6 whose in 
ner faces 7 are made at an angle to corre 
spond with the corner formed by the two 
panes. This angle need not be any special 
degree, as it is obvious that in the construc 
tion of windows and show cases the glass 
sides are set at various angles. Where these 
two inner faces would properly meet a semi 
circular groove S is formed and equi-distant 
from each of the outer faces of aS , 
stem 9 is secured to the angle piece and in the groove 8. The stem is provided at its outer 
end with the screw threads 10 while it is 
formed with a reduced portion 11 adjacent to 
its point of attachment. 
The binding or locking of the two panes 12 

and 13 is effected by means of a clamping 
member 14 with a slot, 15 for the passage of 
the stem 9. The ends 16 of this inember are 
turned at angles to correspond with the inlier 
surface of the panes of glass, and to hold the 
member in place and clamp it against the 
panes a muti) on the stem is provided to ef 
fect the clamping. One very costly feature 

angle formed by the panes by making a 

heretofore in the use of these devices has 
been the perforation or preparation of the 
panes for the passage of the stem 9 and it has 
ibeen customary to form a perforation in the 
groove in each singuiar face, bit this is not 
only costly but it is difficult to cause the two grooves to register. 
The present it wention provides for a single 

groove or opening 17 cut in the beveled face 
of the pane i3 but it is obvious that either 
beveled face may have the groove and it is 
necessary to off-set the stem 9 to permit it to 
pass through this perforation on one side of 
the center of the juncture. To provide for 
this offsetting the sarm 5 is reduced in thick 
nes. or in other words, where the inner face 
of this arm 5 would ordinarily occupy the 
dotted line IS of Fig. 3, the arm is reduced 
and when fitted on the angle of the glass 
panes it consecticently shifts the stem 9 to one 
side of the center of the angle and in position 
to oecupy the groove in the pane 13. 
groove or perforation need be very small or 
only large enough to admit the reduced part 
of the stem and the groove 8 readily permits 
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SO of the shifting of the angle piece where the 
ordinary angular corner would not - 
The reduction of the arm 5 is so little that 

a casual observer would not notice the differ 
ence between the size of the two arrals and 
when the edges of the panes are properly 
beveied no additional means are necessary to 
provide for a more effectual juncture. 
The locating of the groove S in the angle 

of the two faces of the arms prevents any 
frse are of the curler of the panes in conse 
quence of the pressure exerted by the clan 
ing Rember 11 in connection with the angle 

; piecess the arril 5 shifts the glass 13 towards 
the pane 12 ani throws the ster 9 into its groove in the beveled edge of the pane 13 
this naking a close and solid joint. 
Yast I claim its new and desire to secure 

by Leiters Patent is: 
bir2stion with two panes having beveled 
eigs the edges of one pane having a hori 
z:x:sily disposevil groove of an aisle piece. 
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Ca gassed of two Brins to lie against the outer 
fsess of the panes and having at the intersee 
tion f said arms a semi-circular groove for 
receiving the ecises of said panes, one of sil 
aras being recitticed in thickness or offset 

In a device of the class describe. the coal 
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a 895,356 
from is adjacent arm, a stem engaged with panes, and a clamping nut engaged with the 
the angle piece and comprising a flattened threaded portion of said stem. O 
outer portion and a threaded inner portion, In testimony whereof I a??ix my signature 

- -the-faiened outer portion being disposed in in presence of two witnesses. 
5 the groove formed in one of said panes, a NOAH FELLS. -- 
clamping member loosely mounted on the Witnesses: 
stem sind having angularly disposed end por- JAMES F. DUHAMEL, 
tions for engaging the inner faces of said A. BROWN. 

  

  

  


